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June 27, 2011

Chief James Sheppard
Rochester Police Department
Public Safety Building
185 Exchange Blvd.
Rochester, NY 14614

Re: Emily Good/FOIL Request

Dear Chief Sheppard:

We write on behalf of the New York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU) to express our
serious concerns about the recent activities of the Rochester Police Department (RPD) in
connection with the arrest of Rochester resident Emily Good on May 12,2011. In particular, we
are concerned that RPD officers may not be receiving appropriate training to ensure that they
respect the constitutional rights of individuals with whom they may come into contact,
particularly Rochester residents engaged in activities protected by the First Amendment. We
request a meeting to discuss these matters as soon as possible. We also request copies of records
maintained by the RPD that would shed light on the Department's policies and practices that
may have led to Ms. Good's arrest.

As you are likely aware, Ms. Good's arrest resulted from her refusal to stop videotaping
several RPD officers as they pulled a man over in front of her home and began to handcuff him
outside of his car. Video footage of the incident! reveals that Ms. Good remained in her own
yard during the entire exchange leading up to her arrest, never threatened or approached the
police officers, and repeatedly stated that she had the right to videotape street activity from her
own yard. Ms. Good was charged upon her arrest with obstructing governmental administration
in the second degree. On June 23, 2011, in a disturbing follow up, RPD officers systematically
ticketed the cars parked outside a meeting of Rochester citizens who were interested in
advocating on Ms. Good's behalf and responding to the news of her arrest?

These incidents raise numerous concerns about RPD policies and practices with respect
to constitutionally protected activities. The First Amendment clearly protects the right of
individuals to videotape the activities of police personnel on public streets. It is very troubling
that Ms. Good's arresting officers appeared to be unaware of these rights. In addition, the more
recent- and apparently retributive-ticketing performed by RPD officers seems designed to

l http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7ZkFZkejv8
2 http://blip.tv/indy-tv/rochester-intimidation-and-harassment-at-the-flying-squirrel-5309957
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intimidate and punish civilians who were assembling in order to plan for peaceful advocacy.
Such actions also threaten the constitutional rights of Rochester residents.

We therefore seek information regarding any RPD policies that should have guided the
officers' actions in the incidents described above. To that end, please provide us with any
policies, directives, or guidance, including but not limited to General Orders, that have been in
place since January 1,2008 forward, concerning the appropriate treatment, by RPD officers, of
individuals conducting photography or videography. In addition, we request any records
concerning communications or directives related to the police activities of June 23, 2011
described above. Please consider this letter a request for records pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Law, N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 84, et seq.

Further, as noted above, we would like to meet with you to discuss Ms. Good's arrest and
its troubling follow up, as well as any relevant RPD policies as soon as possible. If we have not
heard from you by Monday, July 11,2011, we will contact you to discuss these requests.

We appreciate your prompt attention to this matter. Please do not hesitate to contact us at
(212) 607-3300 or (585) 454-4334 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

t:Lieberman
Executive Director
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KaeLyn Rich
Director, Genesee Valley Chapter
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Alexis Karteron
Senior Staff Attorney
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